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ABSTRACT
The continuing expansion of mobile app ecosystems has attracted
lots of efforts from the research community. However, although a
large number of research studies have focused on analyzing the
corpus of mobile apps and app markets, little is known at a compre-
hensive level on the evolution of mobile app ecosystems. Because
the mobile app ecosystem is continuously evolving over time, un-
derstanding the dynamics of app ecosystems could provide unique
insights that cannot be achieved through studying a single static
snapshot. In this paper, we seek to shed light on the dynamics of
mobile app ecosystems. Based on 5.3 million app records (with
both app metadata and apks) collected from three snapshots of
Google Play over more than three years, we conduct the first study
on the evolution of app ecosystems from different aspects. Our
results suggest that although the overall ecosystem shows promis-
ing progress in regard of app popularity, user ratings, permission
usage and privacy policy declaration, there still exists a consider-
able number of unsolved issues including malicious apps, update
issues, third-party tracking threats, improper app promotion behav-
iors, and spamming/malicious developers. Our study shows that
understanding the evolution of mobile app ecosystems can help
developers make better decision on developing and releasing apps,
provide insights for app markets to identifying misbehaviors, and
help mobile users to choose desired apps.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Information systems → Web mining; • Security and pri-
vacy → Mobile and wireless security; • Networks → Mobile
networks; • Software and its engineering → Software libraries
and repositories.
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1 INTRODUCTION
It has been over 10 years since the first Android-based smartphone
was announced in 2008 [18, 27]. Android has evolved significantly in
the past decade, and has become the most popular mobile operating
system with 85.9% market share as of 2017 [55]. Google reported
that there were over 2 billion monthly active devices using Android
as of May 2017 [48]. Millions of mobile apps with myriad features
have become the key to boost the evolution of smartphones and
Android. Google Play, the official Android app market, was first
introduced in 2008 [72]. Since its launch, (Android) mobile apps
have impacted our society at an astounding pace and scale. It is now
one of the largest app stores in the world, with over 2.5 million apps
available for download in October 20181. The total number of app
downloads in Google Play has surpassed 200 billion by 2017 [70].

Billions of mobile users, millions of mobile apps and app de-
velopers, thousands of devices manufacturers, and hundreds of
app markets have formed a symbiotic relationship, which we refer
to as the mobile app ecosystem. The global app economy is also
poised to explode, which is estimated to worth 6.3 trillion dollars
by 2021 [45]. As a result, the continuing evolution of mobile app
ecosystems has increased the complexity and myth of the whole
ecosystem, which itself needs considerable efforts to understand
its characteristics and working mechanism.

The mobile app ecosystem has attracted a lot of efforts from the
research community. A large number of studies have focused on
analyzing the mobile apps and app markets, including exploring
the characteristics of mobile apps [11, 32, 35, 43, 59], understanding
and comparing app markets [7, 14, 60, 67, 69, 70], security and
privacy analysis of mobile apps [10, 25, 26, 41], understanding app
developers and mobile users [16, 22, 33, 40, 74], etc.

However, little is known at a comprehensive level on the evolu-
tion of mobile app ecosystems. Although several previous work
have performed large-scale measurement studies on the app ecosys-
tem and analyzed millions of apps [60, 70], they only studied the
ecosystem based on a static snapshot collected in a given time slot.
For example, PlayDrone [60] performed the characterization of 1.1
million Google Play apps crawled in 2013, and Wang et al. [69] stud-
ied the ecosystem from the perspective of app developers on over
1.2 million Google Play apps and 320,000 developers collected in
2015. To the best of our knowledge, no previous work have studied
the evolution of app ecosystems comprehensively at a large scale.

Because the Android ecosystem is evolving over time, study-
ing the dynamics of the app ecosystem could gain unique insights

1It is reported that the number of apps in Google Play has surpassed 3 million in 2017.
However, Google has been removing a significant number of apps from time to time.
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that cannot be achieved by studying static app market snapshots.
From app developers’ perspective, understanding the evolution
of app ecosystems could help them make better decision on de-
veloping and releasing apps, e.g., realizing which app categories
are most competitive and the trend, and understanding the impact
that developer actions will likely have on the success of their apps.
From the view of app markets, studying the evolution of the app
ecosystem could help them with monitoring and further improving
the app market, as the number of apps keeps increasing. Previous
studies suggest that malicious apps and fraudulent developers are
prevalent in app markets [60, 70], thus lessons learned from a lon-
gitudinal analysis can provide insights into identifying fraudulent
app promotion and malicious behaviors. Besides, a longitudinal
measurement study of the ecosystem is a valuable indicator of un-
derstanding the real threats and challenges. From mobile users’
perspective, understanding the dynamics of app markets could help
themmake better decision when choosing desired apps with similar
functionality, e.g., avoiding the apps that have not been updated for
years, which may contain vulnerabilities and have compatibility
issues.

This Study. In this paper, we make the first effort towards un-
derstanding the evolution of mobile app ecosystems. Specifically,
we seek to shed light on the evolution of Google Play, the official
and the most popular Android app market. To this end, we have
collected three snapshots of Google Play, which were crawled in
March 2014, March 2015 and September 2017, respectively (Sec-
tion 3). This dataset includes 5.3 million Android app entities in
total, with all the metadata and apks. We first use this dataset to
provide a high-level characterization of all the apps and analyze
the evolving trends, including the distribution of free and paid
apps, the evolution of app downloads and app rating, the rank-
ing and competitiveness of app categories, the evolution of per-
mission usage and privacy policy declaration, and the presence
of third-party tracking and advertising libraries (Section 4). Next,
for the 743,530 long-lasting apps (appeared in all three snapshots)
in our dataset, we further investigate their growth rate, app up-
dates, and permission changes (Section 5). Third, we provide an
in-depth analysis of malicious and deceptive behaviors across the
three snapshots, discussing the presence of malicious apps and
aggressive app promotion behaviors (Section 6). At last, we analyze
the evolution from the developers’ perspective. We have classified
the developers into different groups based on the number of apps
they released and analyzed their evolution, and further pinpoint
the spamming and malicious developers (Section 7). Among many
interesting results and observations, the following are the most
prominent:

• The app monetization scheme evolves during the evolution
of the mobile app ecosystem. The number of paid apps has
decreased significantly in Google Play, while mobile adver-
tising is getting more popular.
• Although the popularity and overall quality of apps pub-
lished in Google Play are getting better, the overall ecosys-
tem shows a typical Pareto effect all the time, i.e., dominated
by a small number of apps and developers.
• There exists a trend that the percentage of apps that request
sensitive permissions are on the decline. Google’s regulation

on privacy policy has greatly improved the privacy protec-
tion of mobile users, e.g., the percentage of apps declaring
privacy policies in 2017 is four times of the number in 2014.
• Over 61% of the long-lasting apps have not received any up-
dates for three years, which indicates that these apps cannot
utilize new features introduced by new Android versions,
and may have compatibility issues and vulnerabilities.
• The proportion of potentially malicious apps in Google Play
is decreasing. However, spamming apps that use misleading
references to other apps are always prevalent in Google Play,
many using more sophistic methods to insert keywords.
• Although Google Play removes spamming developers and
malicious developers regularly, the number of developers
with misbehaviors is nonetheless increasing.

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first comprehensive lon-
gitudinal study of the mobile app ecosystem at scale. Our dataset is
by far one of the largest Google Play app repositories in the research
community, with all the metadata and apks. We believe that our ef-
forts and the revealed insights can benefit the research community,
as well as various stakeholders of the mobile app ecosystem.

2 RELATEDWORK
2.1 Mobile App Ecosystem Analysis
A number of research efforts have focused on analyzing the mobile
app ecosystem [7, 28, 29, 31, 34, 38, 46, 60, 69, 70]. They usually
first collect a large number of apps from Google Play or alterna-
tive markets, and then measure the app ecosystem from various
dimensions. We have summarized the most related work on app
ecosystem analysis, as shown in Table 1. Two representative studies
are AndroidZoo [38] and the work of Wang et al. [70]. AndroZoo
focused on crawling a large-scale dataset of APKs, which has en-
abled a number of studies focusing on malware analysis and app
repository mining [31]. Wang et al. [70] performed a large-scale
comparative study that covers more than 6 million Android apps
downloaded from 16 alternative markets and Google Play to un-
derstand the catalog similarity across app stores and malicious
behaviors. Although these studies have measured the mobile app
ecosystem in large scale, they only captured a single snapshot of
the ecosystem and did not consider the longitudinal evolution.

2.2 App Evolution Analysis
One line of research is analyzing the app evolution. Potharaju et
al. [49] performed a longitudinal study of 160K apps, however, they
only studied the evolution of metadata (e.g., price and downloads)
and only covered 10% of apps in Google Play. Calciati et al. [13]
and Taylor et al. [56, 57] analyzed the evolution of apps’ permission
requests, and found that apps tend to request more permissions in
their evolution. Taylor and Martinovic [56] studied the evolution
of financial apps from permission usage and vulnerabilities. Gao
et al. [23] analyzed the vulnerability evolution of Android apps
based on a set of Android app lineages in large scale, and found
that apps do not get safer as they get updated. Wang et al. [67]
found that a large portion of apps in Google Play are removed from
time to time. They presented a large-scale study of 791,138 removed
Google Play apps to identify potential reasons for app removal.
Although these studies have analyzed app evolution from specific
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Table 1: Related work on mobile app ecosystem analysis.
Paper Market # Apps (year) Dimensions

PlayDrone [60] Google Play 1,107,476 (2013) Similar app, Library usage, Authentication schemes
Petsas et al. [46] Five alternative markets 316,143 (2013) Download patterns, popularity trends
Wang et al. [69] Google Play 1,501,555 (2015) Characterizing App Developers

Ali et al. [7] Apple App Store, Google Play 80,000 pairs (2015) App-store attributes Comparison
Ishii et al. [31] Google Play, Alternative Markets 4,761,283 (2016) Malware, Security Management
Want et al. [70] Google Play, Chinese Markets 6,277,247 (2017) Catalog Similarity, App Clones, Malware

AndroidZoo++ [38] Google Play, Alternative Markets Over 7 Million (2017) App Repository

perspectives, these studies lack of a comprehensive understanding
on the evolution of the app ecosystem.

2.3 Mobile App Analysis
A large number of studies focus on mobile app analysis, including
security and privacy analysis [10, 25, 30, 39, 41, 42, 65, 66, 68], app
repackaging detection [15, 63], app quality analysis [37, 50, 54, 58],
third-party library detection [12, 44, 53, 62, 64] and mobile ad net-
work analysis [17, 20], etc. Most of these studies focus on one
specific issue and lack of the measurement study of the app ecosys-
tem, although similar approaches could be used to understand the
evolution of specific issues in the mobile app ecosystem.

3 STUDY DESIGN
3.1 Data Collection
Wehave created three snapshots of Google Play, whichwere crawled
in 2014, 2015 and 2017, respectively. Note that we use the term
snapshot to refer to the entire state of the market, i.e., it contains
meta-information of (almost) all the apps and the corresponding
apks. This dataset is representative enough to study the evolution
of app ecosystem, as the timeline in our study period covers three
major Android system updates (version 5.0, 6.0 and 7.0).

First Snapshot. It was created in March 2014. Our crawling
strategy started from top 500 Google Play apps in each category
(considered as seeds), and 12,500 apps that belong to 25 general
categories in total. Then, we use a breadth-first-search approach to
crawl (1) “Similar Apps” shown on the app web pages recommended
by Google Play and (2) other apps released by the same developer
by retrieving the developers’ Google Play web pages. Note that
we downloaded all the apk files of free apps through the Google
Play API. Furthermore, We have taken efforts to crawl all the app
metadata (e.g., app names, descriptions, version names, developer
names, user ratings, app installs, the privacy policy links, etc). We
have crawled over 1.5 million apps, which represent almost all the
apps that can be crawled from Google Play at that time [60].

Second Snapshot. In March 2015 (1 year after the first snap-
shot), we repeated the same process as described above to crawl
Google Play apps, except that we take the previous 1.5 million
crawled apps as our searching seeds. It could ensure that we check
all the 1.5 million apps crawled in 2014. Overall, we are able to
collect more than 1.6 million Android apps in this snapshot.

Third Snapshot.We repeated the same process in September
2017 (2.5 years after the second snapshot), and we take the 1.6
million apps crawled in the second snapshot as searching seeds. At
last, we have crawled 2.1 million apps in total.

Table 2: Summary of our dataset.
# Apps # Free #Paid Installs # Developers

Google Play 2014 1,522,730 1,292,064 230,666 55.1B 413,933
Google Play 2015 1,650,895 1,408,593 242,302 90.2B 398,855
Google Play 2017 2,144,733 2,012,904 131,829 193.5B 541,105

We launched crawlers in parallel via Aliyun Cloud servers that
were located in North America. In order to avoid potential re-
gional/language bias, we instrumented our crawlers in the default
mode that supports English. This is the largest longitudinal An-
droid app dataset in our research community that has collected the
detailed information of both apks and app metadata.

3.2 Dataset Characteristics
Table 2 reports the number of apps we harvested in the three snap-
shots. We could observe some general trends here: (1) From 2014
to 2017, the number of free apps in Google Play increases greatly,
from roughly 1.3 million to the 2 million mark. In contrast, the num-
ber of paid apps decreases rapidly since 2015. The number of paid
apps in 2017 is roughly half of the number in 2015. (2) The overall
number of app installs in Google Play grows steadily. The number
of app installs in 2015 is twice the number of 2014, while in 2017
the number has doubled compared to the 2015 snapshot. (3) The
number of app developers in Google Play has not seen significant
increase, which remains stable in the range of 400K to 500K. It is
interesting to see that the number of app developers decrease in
the 2015 snapshot compared to 2014.

4 OVERALL TREND OF APP EVOLUTION
4.1 Free vs. Paid Apps
It is a trend that the number of paid apps has decreased sig-
nificantly in Google Play. The percentage of paid apps dropped
by more than 60% (from 15.2% in 2014 to 6.1% in 2017). As to app
installs, the proportion of paid apps is nearly negligible. Free apps
occupy more than 99.7% of total app installs across snapshots.

There is a sharp decrease in the number of available paid apps
from 2015 to 2017. To further investigate the reason, we analyzed
the catalog similarity of paid apps between the three snapshots,
and get two main observations: (1) More than 95% of the paid apps
in 2017 are originated from 2015, while only 6,252 new paid apps
have emerged in the two-year period. More than 99.5% of new apps
crawled in the 2017 (1.28 million) snapshot are free apps. (2) Only
52% of paid apps (125,577) in 2015 remained as paid apps in 2017.
For the remaining 116,725 apps, 6,989 of them (6%) became free
apps (with the same app name and package name) in 2017, and
roughly 94% of them had been removed/discontinued/renamed, so
that we cannot locate them by searching the names in Google Play.
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Figure 1: The evolution of app installs and app ratings.

Implication. One possible reason is that mobile ads and in-app
purchase become the most popular monetization schemes in Google
play apps (cf. Section 4.7). As a result, new developers should rethink
their app releasing and monetization strategies.

4.2 App Installs
We further investigate the distribution of app installs across the
three snapshots. Figure 1(a) reports the cumulative distribution
of app installs, which suggests that the popularity and quality
of apps published in Google Play is getting better . Over 94%
of apps have less than 10K installs by 2014, while the number is
reduced to 89% by 2017. The average number of app installs was
raised from 36,183 (2014) to 90,209 (2017).

Then we characterize the app popularity distribution for all the
apps ordered by the number of installs, as illustrated in Figure 1(c).
Our results highlight a typical Pareto effect, with top 0.1% of apps
in Google Play represent roughly 60% of total installs, while the top
1% of apps account for 80% of total installs. This observation is con-
sistent across all the three snapshots. It suggests that although the
overall market shows a promising trend in regard of app popularity,
the market is still dominated by a small percentage of apps.

4.3 App Ratings
We then investigate the distribution of app ratings in Google Play
across the snapshots, as shown in Figure 1(b). In general, the dis-
tribution of app ratings for free apps is better than paid apps. The
app ratings are getting better for both free and paid apps, i.e., more
apps are getting higher user ratings. This trend is more obvious for
paid apps. For the 2017 dataset, over 55% of paid apps received app
ratings higher than 3-star, while the number in the 2014 dataset is
43%. For the free apps, the distribution of app ratings in the 2015
and 2017 dataset are almost the same, which are slightly better than
in 2014.

4.4 App Categories
For the 2014 and 2015 snapshots, there are generally 25 categories,
as listed in Figure 2. While, in 2017, 8 new categories were intro-
duced, including “Beauty” and “Dating”. As the distribution of apps
and developers is fairly diverse for different categories, we exam-
ined the differences between each category in order to understand
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Figure 2: Distribution of app categories.

which categories are more popular and more competitive over time.
This is also important to understand the trend of popular apps.

To this end, we compare the app categories based on (1) the total
number of app installs, (2) the average number of app installs, and
(3) the percentage of popular apps in each category, which can be
regarded as an indicator of category competitiveness. Note that we
regarded the apps that belong to the top 1% of the most downloaded
apps as popular apps. The result is shown in Figure 2.

CategoryRanking byTotal Installs.Besides the “Games” Cat-
egory, “Tools” received the most number of app installs (e.g., 25
billion till 2017) across the three years. The ranking of most cate-
gories does not vary significantly during the period. Five out of the
33 categories have received higher ranking from 2014 to 2017, for
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example, the ranking of category “Sports” went up to 11 from 21.
Six categories (e.g., “Travel & Local”) have received lower rankings.

Category Ranking by Average Downloads. We then com-
pare app categories based on the average app installs, which is an
indicator of app quality and user adoption. As shown in Figure 2,
the general trend is stable, except for a few categories. Although
category “Entertainment” receives quite high number of overall
installs (rank-4 across the period), it only ranks No. 14 on average
app downloads. Although the “Weather” category only ranks 19 to
22 in regard of total installs, the average app installs in this category
are quite high, which ranks 5 to 8 during the evolution.

Ranking by Competitiveness. We then rank app categories
based on the percentage of popular apps in each category. “Busi-
ness” and “Medical” are the most competitive categories, while
the total installs and average installs of these two categories rank
low among the 33 categories. “Video Player” and “Communication”
categories are the least competitive categories, while they have the
most number of average app installs. This result could offer insights
to new app developers on their developing and releasing strategies.

4.5 Permission Usage
We then investigate how sensitive permission usage by Google Play
apps has evolved over time. Permission requests protect sensitive
information available from a device, while Google requires devel-
opers to use sensitive permissions only when it is necessary for the
functioning of the app. We seek to investigate how the permission
usage in the whole ecosystem has evolved. For each app, we extract
its requested permissions. Note that we only focus on the so-called
dangerous permissions as listed by Android [8], i.e., the 26 system
permissions used to guard accesses to sensitive data.

Figure 3 shows the overall result. The trend is that the number
of apps requesting sensitive permissions are on the decline. More
than 13% of apps requested the WRITE_CALENDER permission in
2014, while the numbers in 2015 and 2017 are only 1.7% and 2.5%,
respectively. As another example, roughly 40% of apps requested
the READ_PHONE_STATE permission in 2014 and 2015, while the
number went down to 28% in 2017. Note that we will discuss the
evolution of per-app permission request in Section 5.

One possible reason leading to this result is that Google Play
requires all developers to provide a privacy policy since 2017 when
an app requests sensitive permissions, which may in turn help apps
respect users’ privacy (i.e., eliminate unnecessary permissions).

4.6 Privacy Policies
Since 2017, Google Play requires developers to provide a valid
privacy policy when an app requests or handles sensitive informa-
tion [47]. It is reported that Google Play will remove apps with no
privacy policies [1]. Thus, we can compare the developers’ practices
on privacy policy declaration along with the timeline. Note that
the dataset we crawled in 2014 does not contain the privacy policy
URL of the corresponding app, thus we only compare the apps in
the 2015 and 2017 snapshots.

Our empirical analysis suggests that Google Play apps may de-
clare privacy policy in either the app description or in the field of
privacy policy shown on web pages. Thus, for the apps that request
sensitive permissions, we check whether it declares privacy policies
in its app description by (1) searching keywords “Privacy Policy”
or (2) inspecting the privacy policy field shown on app pages. Note
that we only consider whether the privacy policy exists, i.e., it
should declare a privacy policy as long as it requests sensitive in-
formation, as required by Google Play. We did not check whether
the privacy policy is consistent with its actual behaviors, which is
another interesting topic that is out of the scope of this paper [73].

Figure 4 shows the analysis result for each sensitive permission.
For the apps that request a specific permission, we calculate the
percentage of apps with privacy policies. The results show that,
in 2015, less than 20% of apps (11% on average) declared privacy
policies even if they have requested dangerous permissions. For
example, 216,160 apps requested the “CAMERA” permission in 2015,
while only 31,814 of them (14.7%) declared privacy policies. This
scenario has been greatly improved in 2017. For most permissions,
more than half of the apps that used these permissions have declared
privacy policies. The percentage is generally four times higher than
that in 2015. For example, more than 62.8% of apps that use the
“CAMERA” permission now have declared privacy policies.

Implication. This result suggests that the guidelines of Google
Play on privacy policies have greatly improved the privacy protec-
tion of mobile users. Nevertheless, we should notice that a consid-
erable number of apps still have not declared privacy policies, even
if they request access to users’ sensitive data, which indicates that
they may violate Google Play’s policy but are not removed.

4.7 Mobile Advertisement Services
Third-party libraries form an integral part of the mobile ecosys-
tem, helping ease app development and enable features such as
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Figure 5: Top 15 mobile advertisement libraries.

analytics, social networking, and app monetization through ad-
vertisements. However, previous work suggested that third-party
tracking services, especially the mobile advertisement services, may
bring security and privacy issues to mobile users.

One important question here we want to explore is whether more
Google Play apps have embedded advertisement services during our
investigation period. Thus, we first need to identify third-party li-
braries in the apps we crawled. Here we extend a state-of-the-art
clustering-based approach [43] to the millions of apps we crawled,
and build a complete list of third-party libraries used in Google Play
apps. The key idea is that, code that belongs to third-party libraries
would be grouped in a large cluster. Then we manually labelled ad
libraries based on several existing classifications, including App-
Brain library classification [9], PrivacyGrade classification [6], and
Common Library classification [36]. At last, we have manually
labeled over 100 ad libraries.

Overall, 43.8% of apps in 2014 used at least one ad library, while
over 68% of apps in 2017 embedded ad libraries. It means that more
and more Google Play apps tend to use advertisement libraries,
which is consistent with our findings in Section 4.1 that the app
monetization schemes have changed over time, i.e., the number of
paid apps is decreasing and most free apps rely on mobile adver-
tisement to make money. Figure 5 further shows the top 15 mobile
advertisement libraries used in Google Play apps. It is no doubt that
Admob is dominating Google Play all the time. Over 35% of apps in
the 2014 snapshot use the Admob library, while the percentage has
raised to roughly 60% in our 2017 dataset.

5 LONG-LASTING APPS
In this section, we focus on the life cycle of apps. We define “long-
lasting apps” as those available in all three Google Play snapshots,
and we define “removed” apps as those apps that were removed
from Google Play in either the 2015 or 2017 snapshot. In our dataset,
743,530 apps are flagged as “long-lasting apps”, i.e., we have crawled

three snapshots of them. It indicates that over 50% of the apps
released in 2014 have been removed during the four-year period.
We will next investigate them from different perspectives, including
app growth rate, app updates and permission evolution.

5.1 Growth Rate
It is important to study the growth rate of app installs for the
long-lasting apps, which could offer insights on how to develop
successful apps. Thus, we first classify the number of app installs
into 10 ranges, e.g., [1, 10), [10, 100), [100, 1K ), etc. Then, we analyze
how many of them keep staying in the original ranges, and how
many of them have evolved to higher install ranges.

Figure 6(a) presents the results. Overall, more than 57% of apps
did not move ahead to a higher install ranges, especially for the
apps with installs higher than 10K. For the apps with less than 1K
downloads in the 2014 snapshot, roughly 40% of them have moved
into a higher range during our study period. Interestingly, very few
unpopular apps (roughly 0.04%) would become popular (with more
than 1 million installs) later, as almost all of them would remain
unpopular and with relative low downloads. This result suggests
that the initial status of the app would determine whether this app
could be successful to a great extent.

5.2 App Updates
We then study the statistics on app updates, which form a critical
part of the app life cycle and would greatly affect app quality. It is
important to understand how apps update over time, especially as
several new Android versions was introduced during the period of
our snapshots. For example, Lollipop (version 5.0) was released in
October 2014, Marshmallow (version 6.0) was introduced in May
2015, and Nougat (version 7.0) was announced in August 2016.

Percentage of Updated Apps. For each long-lasting app, we
have analyzed its three snapshots by comparing the hash values of
the apks and the extracted version names and version code. To our
surprise, roughly 61% of apps have not received any update
within our observation period. Only 11.44% of them have been
updated at least twice2. This means that more than 60% apps did
not release new versions for almost four years, even if the Android
system has evolved over several versions, and introduced several
key features such as runtime permission enforcement [2].

App Updates across Categories.We then investigate whether
there is a correlation between app updates and app categories, as

2Our sampling only covered 3 snapshots, while the apps may update more than twice.
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1 10 100 1K 10K 100K 1M 10M 100M 1B

1 40.30% 42.67% 12.63% 2.90% 0.86% 0.19% 0.04% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

10 43.03% 48.65% 6.80% 1.28% 0.20% 0.01% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

100 56.23% 38.22% 4.86% 0.63% 0.05% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

1K 65.09% 31.95% 2.72% 0.22% 0.01% 0.00% 0.00%

10K 74.48% 24.36% 1.10% 0.04% 0.00% 0.00%

100K 78.85% 20.57% 0.54% 0.00% 0.00%

1M 82.00% 17.71% 0.28% 0.00%

10M 85.61% 14.27% 0.00%

100M 74.63% 25.37%

1B 100%

Install (2017)Install

(2014)

(a) The growth rate of app installs.
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(b) The distribution of app installs.
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(c) The distribution of app rating.

Figure 6: The statistics of long-lasting apps (i.e., apps that appeared in all three snapshots).
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Figure 7: The distribution of app updates across categories.

shown in Figure 7. Apps in “Finance” and “News and Magazine” cat-
egories have received the highest number of updates, with roughly
60% of them have been updated at least once. In contrast, cate-
gories “Comics” and “Libraries and Demo” are the most inactive,
with roughly only a quarter of apps in these categories have been
updated at least once. One possible reason is that apps in categories
like “Libraries and Demo” contain mostly static content that do not
need to be updated, while apps in categories like “Finance” contain
mostly dynamic content and they need to be updated frequently
in order to provide new features. Nevertheless, the percentage of
apps that received frequent updates is relatively low.

AppUpdates vs. AppPopularityWe then investigate whether
popular apps received more updates than the unpopular ones, or
whether app updates have positive effects on app installs. Figure 6(b)
shows the distribution of app installs at different “update frequency
levels”. It is obvious that there is a positive correlation between app
updates and app popularity. Over 40% of apps in the “update twice”
group have received more than 10K installs, while the percentage
in the “no update” group is only 7%. We further analyze the user
ratings of long-lasting apps, in order to investigate whether users
are more satisfied with apps that received more updates. As shown
in Figure 6(c), there is no strong correlation between app rating
and app update, although the distribution of app ratings for apps
updated twice is slightly better.

5.3 Permission Evolution
We also analyzed permission changes at the per-app level to un-
derstand how many permissions each individual app had added
or removed during the evolution. For a given app, its permission

Table 3: The distribution of permission evolution patterns.
15-17

new removed both unchanged

14-15

new 1.03% 1.76% 1.50% 1.70%
removed 4.12% 1.17% 1.66% 0.97%
both 0.50% 0.53% 1.16% 0.36%
unchanged 21.21% 38.95% 20.49% 2.90%

usage between snapshots falls into the four categories: (1) new
permissions, (2) removed permissions, (3) both new and removed
permissions, (4) permissions unchanged. Between the three snap-
shots we created, there are two intervals where we could study
permission evolution.

Changes in Permission Usage.We first investigate howmany
long-lasting apps changed their permission usage during the evolu-
tion. Note that our previous observation suggests that over 60% of
apps did not received any updates, thus we eliminate these apps
when studying the changes in permission usage. As shown in the
Table 3, each cell has two corresponding values, which represent
the permission evolution states from 2014 to 2015 and from 2015
to 2017, respectively. Roughly 2.9% of the apps have no permission
changes during the period, while only 0.4% of apps have requested
more permissions all the time. Note that over 80% of apps do not
have permission changes from 2014 to 2015, while roughly 95%
of apps changed their permissions from 2015 to 2017. Over 42%
of apps removed sensitive permissions and did not introduce new
permissions from the year 2015 to 2017.
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Figure 9: Removed permissions.

Changed Permissions. We then analyze the permissions that
were added to apps when they were updated, to understand the po-
tential privacy risks. Figure 8 shows the breakdown of themost com-
monly added permissions for apps with different download levels.
The top 2 permissions added are “READ_EXTERNAL_ STORAGE”
and “WRITE_EXTERNAL_STORAGE”, especially for the apps with
low installs. Many apps added the “READ_EXTERNAL_STORAGE”
permission while they have already declared the corresponding
write permission. What is apparently unclear to these developers
is that, apps granted with the write permission have implicitly ob-
tained the read access as well, so there is no need to ask for the read
permission. Besides, popular apps tend to request more sensitive
permissions such as “CAMERA” and “RECORD_AUDIO” during
the evolution than the apps with lower app installs. Figure 9 shows
which permissions were removed the most. “GET_ACCOUNTS” is
the most commonly removed permission from 2014 to 2015, and
the external storage permissions are the most frequently added and
removed permissions from 2015 to 2017.

6 THE EVOLUTION OF SECURITY RISKS
In this section, we study the evolution of security risks and devel-
oping misbehaviors, i.e., the presence of malicious apps, and the
spamming apps using ranking fraud techniques.

6.1 Malicious Apps
As a measure to eliminate malicious apps, Google Play has adopted
some vetting process to keep malware from entering the mar-
ket, e.g., the Bouncer service [52] and machine-learning based
approaches [19]. However, it is reported that malicious apps are
recurrently found in Google Play [4, 5, 21, 61], especially for new
malware variants [3]. As Google Play is removing malware from
time to time, we want to investigate whether Google Play is moving
towards higher security levels during its evolution.

Table 4: Distribution of potential malware over time.

Year AV-rank (# apps, % apps)
≥ 1 ≥ 10 ≥ 20

Google Play 2014 261,480 (17.17%) 44,664 (2.93%) 9,324 (0.61%)
Google Play 2015 250,484 (15.17%) 37,111 (2.25%) 8,716 (0.53%)
Google Play 2017 179,184 (8.35%) 19,459 (0.91%) 3,854 (0.18%)

To this end, we upload all the apps we collected from the three
snapshots to VirusTotal, a popular online malware analysis service
that aggregates more than 60 anti-virus engines. Note that, some
anti-virus engines on VirusTotal may not always report reliable
results [10, 71]. To reduce false positives, we use “AV-Score” to
represent howmany engines flag an app asmalware.We empirically
select the threshold of “AV − Score = 10” as a robust choice for
identifying malware, as suggested by previous studies [10, 70].

Distribution of Malicious AppsWe first analyze the presence
of malicious apps in the three snapshots, as reported in Table 4.
We are glad to report that the proportion of potentially malicious
apps in Google Play is decreasing year by year. Roughly 50% of the
apps in snapshot 2014 are flagged at least by one anti-virus engine,
while the percentage for snapshot 2017 is significantly lower (8.35%).
According to the threshold of “AV −Score = 10”, around 0.91% of the
apps in snapshot 2017 are labeled as malware, while the percentage
in snapshot 2014 is three times higher.

Evolution of Malware Families We also analyzed the mal-
ware families that are prevalent on Google Play. We resort to AV-
Class [51], a widely used malware labeling tool to obtain the family
name of each identified malware, and Figure 10 shows the results.
The top malware families are relatively stable across the three years.
“revmob” and “airpush” are the most popular malware families,
which are well-known aggressive adware.
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Figure 10: The distribution of the top 10 malware families.

6.2 Spamming Apps
Google Play has updated its developer policy on metadata to make
app listing accurate and relevant in October 2016 [24]. Google
asked the developers to avoid user testimonials, excessive details,
misleading references to other apps and repetitive, excessive or
irrelevant keywords. The motivation is that some developers would
like to insert irrelevant keywords (e.g., the names of popular apps
and popular searching words) in their app descriptions, so that their
apps would appear popular (highly ranked) in the search results,
which is a common spamming technique and even used by some
app store optimization (ASO) providers.

Approach. Therefore, it is important to investigate whether the
situation of spamming apps has been improved with the evolu-
tion. To this end, we resort to the most straightforward strategy to
identify spamming apps with irrelevant descriptions, which is to
identify apps that insert names of popular apps in their descriptions.
This strategy proposed by Seneviratne et al. [54] is of interest to
spamming developers. As a result, we first collect the top 100 popu-
lar app names, then we count the number of popular app names
mentioned in the descriptions of all the apps we harvested. Note
that popular app names could be common words, such as “Video
Player”, “Weather” and “Music”, thus we also excluded 10 such
common words from this study.

Result. Table 5 summarizes the result. In general, during the
evolution, more apps embed these popular app names in their de-
scriptions. Since mobile apps may communicate with Facebook and
Twitter to provide social networking functionalities, having those
keywords in the app descriptions does not directly mean that these
apps are spamming apps. By manually inspecting some cases, we
believe that incorporating more than 10 popular app names in the
description are mostly spamming apps.

The result suggests that the 2017 snapshot contains more pos-
sible spamming apps, while the aggressive level is not as serious
as that in snapshot 2014 and 2015. For example, there are 56 apps
in snapshot 2015 that have listed more than 40 keywords in their
app descriptions (the most aggressive one has 80 keywords), while
the most aggressive one in 2017 only has 25 keywords. We further
explore the evolution of these spamming app candidates. About 62%
of these apps identified in 2014 and 2015 snapshots were removed
in 2017, and for the remaining apps, all of their app descriptions
have been improved. For example, as shown in Figure 11, the app
“com.iandrobot.andromouse.lite” has inserted more than 200 search
keywords (named “Useful search terms”) related to other popular

Remote Mouse Keyboard and More

com.iandrobot.andromouse.lite

Convert your phone into wireless mouse, keyboard and more. The 

best remote Android mouse and keyboard out there in the 

Market….

Keywords: AndroMouse, Lite, Wireless, Mouse, Keyboard, 

bluetooth, google voice, recognition, speech, type, iandrobot, 

android mouse, fun, file browser, media controller, remote control 

Useful search terms: andromouse free samsung tablet phone 

iphone 4 nokia ipad 5530 htc evo 4g nokia n900 blackberry apps 

duracell mygrid otterbox mundial 2010 olympics youtube videos 

games cow tiger katy phone mouse galaxy tab honeycomb talking 

app realtime record play funny fun great Ringdroid audio media 

player id3 tag editor Player MP3 Ringtone Maker G-tunes Music 

Download PowerAMP Music Player TuneIn Radio Mixzing Zedge

Ringtones Weather Channel WeatherBug Go Weather GasBuddy

Yandex Daum Maps Google Sky Map Voice Search Google 

Goggles Google Reader Google translate Google Docs Flashlight 

ESPN ScoreCenter Facebook Twitter Tagged Android App 

TweetCaster Tango Voice LinkedIn Foursquare Seesmic Barcode 

Scanner Advanced Task Killer Task Manager ASTRO……

"The best and the original remote Android mouse and keyboard 

out there. AndroMouse converts your phone into wireless mouse, 

keyboard, and more. Connection with your computer is made 

either using your existing wi-fi or using Bluetooth. AndroMouse

also features speech-to-type which uses Google speech 

recognition to make your work easier.Works with 

Windows/Mac/Linux** Great for presentations.* Loads of new 

features are added in AndroMouse 6.0Relax in your bed and 

search YouTube with your voice. You need to run AndroMouse

Desktop Server on your computer to use AndroMouse. Please visit 

http://andromouse.com to download free desktop server, to watch 
an intro video and for a quick tutorial. Mouse features:★ Tap 

click★ Two finger tap to double click★ Scrollbar★ Easy drag 

and drop★ Right click★ Left handed mode★ Middle mouse 

buttonKeyboard features:★ Standard keyboard★ Function and 

special keysOther features:★ Automatic server detection★
Speech-to-type★ Connect using Wi-Fi (Windows/Mac/Linux) or 

Bluetooth (Windows)★ Save remote connections★ Clean 

UINumpad features★ Dedicated Numpad ……

App Description in 2014 App Description in 2017

Figure 11: An example of misleading references to popular
apps (left). The description has been improved later (right).

Table 5: The distribution of the number of misleading refer-
ences to other popular apps.

Year References (# apps)
≥ 1 ≥ 5 ≥ 10 ≥ 15 ≥ 20

Google Play 2014 489,795 18,479 593 122 68
Google Play 2015 792,130 39,827 1,232 261 96
Google Play 2017 1,261,613 86,730 3,013 148 20

apps in the description we crawled in 2015 (left), while the descrip-
tion has been improved as in 2017 (right). Nevertheless, there are
still over 3,000 possible spamming apps in the 2017 snapshot. We
manually examined some of them, and found that they tend to use
some sophistic methods to insert keywords. Rather than listing
keywords without logic, they seek to embed the keywords into real
sentences. For example, “com.aditya.hexawhite” is an icon replace-
ment app, which has incorporated lots of popular app names and
keywords in its description using statements such as “compatible
with: [A list of App Names]” and “Icon List: [A list of App Names]”.
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Figure 12: The distribution of app developers in Google Play
over time. Green, Blue and Yellow dots represent new devel-
opers in 2014, 2015 and 2017 respectively. Red dot represents
the developers removed in the next snapshot.

7 THE EVOLUTION OF APP DEVELOPERS
This section investigates the dynamics of app developers. Table 2
shows that there are roughly 400K to 500K developers in Google
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Table 6: Developer groups.

Snapshot Category (# developers, % Percentage)
Conservative Moderate Active Aggressive

GP2014 239,331 (57.8%) 151,541 (36.6%) 20,219 (4.9%) 2,869 (0.7%)
GP2015 211,029 (52.9%) 156,961 (39.4%) 27,737 (7.0%) 3,128 (0.8%)
GP2017 306,996 (56.7%) 194,544 (36.0%) 35,066 (6.5%) 4,499 (0.8%)

Play during the span of our study. However, as we plotted in Fig-
ure 12, developers change greatly during the evolution, as a consid-
erable number of developers have disappeared, while new devel-
opers have emerged. Only 42% of developers in the 2017 snapshot
are originated from 2014. Next, we first study the developer popu-
larity, then we classify developer into different groups, and further
characterize spamming and malicious developers.

7.1 Top Developers
We characterize the developer popularity distribution for all the
developers ordered by the number of accumulated installs, as illus-
trated in Figure 13(a). This result suggests that the distribution of
developer installs also follows the Pareto effect. Top 1% of devel-
opers have occupied roughly 83% of total installs across the three
snapshots. We further compare the catalog similarity of the top
1% of developers, and found that more than 80% of them are the
same. Thus, although the active developers change greatly across
snapshots, the most popular ones are relative stable, so that Google
Play is dominated by a small number of developers all the time.

7.2 Developer Categorization
Previous work [69] proposed to classify developers into four groups
based on the number of apps they released, including Conservative
(1 app), Moderate (2 to 9 apps), Active (10 to 49 apps) and Aggressive
(more than 50 apps). In this work, we follow this classification to
study the evolution of app developers.

Table 6 and Figure 12 shows the distribution of different devel-
oper groups. The developer distribution follows the similar pattern.
Conservative developers account for more than half of the commu-
nity, while less than 1% of the developers are aggressive developers.

Spamming Developers. Previous work identified the preva-
lence of spamming developers in Google Play, who have released a
large number of low-quality apps (mostly are clones) with almost
no downloads. This study tries to study the evolution of spamming
developers, i.e., whether spamming developers left or are removed.
Following the same criteria (aggressive developers with no popular
apps and with an average install number lower than 10,000), we
flag each developer as spamming or not. We have identified the
number of spamming developers in these three snapshots, with
numbers at 2,378, 2,474 and 3,299 respectively.

Removal of Spamming Developers. Figure 12 indicates that
a large number of developers in the 2014 and 2015 snapshots are
removed. We are interested in whether spamming developers were
removed or not, because many of them released hundreds of low-
quality and least popular apps, which should be removed. Thus
we analyze the percentage of removed apps for spamming devel-
opers we found in the the 2014 and 2015 snapshots, as shown in
Figure 13(b). We can see that, more than 40% of the spamming de-
velopers are removed from Google Play, with some of them having

released hundreds of apps. More than 40% of the released apps have
been removed for roughly 60% of the spamming developers. For
example, developer “ReverbNation Artists” had released 2,634 apps
in total (with average installs of 226) in the snapshot 2015, while it
was removed along with all its 2,634 apps in 2017.

7.3 Malicious Developers
We are also interested in the malicious developers who have re-
leased malware to Google Play. Thus, we regard the developers
who have created at least one malicious app (with AV-Score >=10)
as a malicious developer. The number of malicious developers is
13,488 (3.26%), 12,894 (3.23%) and 8,621 (1.59%), respectively. The
most aggressive developers have released hundreds of malware. For
example, “Apps Ministry LLC” has distributed 611 malware, and
“AppShareNI” released 448 malware. We further analyze whether
these malicious apps are dominated by malicious developers, as
shown in Figure 13(c).We can see that, top 10%malicious developers
account for roughly 50% to 60% of the malicious apps.

8 DISCUSSION
We believe that our efforts and the revealed insights can contribute
to different stakeholders of the mobile app ecosystem.

App Markets. For market maintainers, because Google Play
may remove low-quality and policy-violation apps regularly, the
lessons learned from this longitudinal study could help app mar-
kets understand real threats and challenges, and help them further
improve the markets. For example, market maintainers should pay
more attention to the fraudulent app promotion activities men-
tioned in this paper. Besides, although the percentage of malicious
apps and malicious developers in Google Play are decreasing year
by year, there still exist new emerging malicious apps, while ag-
gressive developers may still be able to release a large number of
malware to the market.

App Developers and App Users. From the perspective of app
developers, various findings revealed in this paper could help them
make better decision on how to develop and release apps, e.g., app
categories, app monetization schemes, and app growth rate, etc. For
mobile users, it is better to avoid apps that have not been updated
for years, and avoid the potentially risk/low-quality apps that were
released by malicious and spamming developers.

9 CONCLUDING REMARKS
We conduct a large-scale longitudinal study to understand the evo-
lution of mobile app ecosystems. Specifically, our analysis covers
over 5 million app records collected from three different snapshots
of Google Play over a period of more than three years. Overall,
our findings suggest that the overall ecosystem shows a promis-
ing progress in regard of app popularity, user ratings and privacy
respecting. However, there still exists a considerable number of un-
solved issues including malware, app update issues, aggressive app
promotion behaviors, and spamming/malicious developers. We be-
lieve that our research efforts can positively contribute to benefiting
app users and developers, attracting the focus of the research com-
munity and regulators, and advocating best operational practices
across app market operators.
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Figure 13: Statistics of app developers. (a) Top developers. (2) Removal of spamming developers. (c) Malicious developers.
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